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Abstract 
In this paper, we present an end-to-end industrial case-study concerning the 
automatic generation of tests suites for the Cache Coherency Protocol of a 
Multiprocessor Architecture. It consists of the following stages: (1) formal 
specification of the architecture using Lotos language, (2) formal description 
of the test purposes, (3) automatic generation of abstract test suites using 
the prototype TGV, and (4) automatic generation and analysis of executable 
test suites. Through the description of each of the previous stages, this paper 
demonstrates that tools designed for protocol conformance testing can be 
efficiently used to generate executable tests for hardware concurrent systems. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The aim of testing is to verify that the implementation of a system correctly 
realizes what is described in its specification. In this paper, we are partic
ularly concerned with the so called black box conformance testing. In this 
testing approach, the behaviour of the implementation (otherwise called IUT 
for Implementation Under test) is known only by its interactions with the 
environment via its interfaces (called PCOs for Points of Control and Ob
servation). Thus, testing consists in stimulating the IUT and observing its 
reactions on its PCOs. The prototype TGV has been [1] developed to generate 
test suites for communication protocols using the black box conformance test-
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ing approach. TGV is based on protocol verification algorithms and its main 
purpose is to fit as well as possible the industrial practice of test generation. 
It takes as entries the formal specification of the system to be tested and 
a formalization of a test purpose, and it generates an abstract test case. A 
test case is represented by a tree where each branch contains the interactions 
between the tester and the implementation. A verdict is associated to each 
branch. TGV has been experimented on the Drex military protocol [2]. The 
formal specification of this protocol is done in SDL formal description lan
guage. The comparison of the hand written test cases with those generated 
by TGV, has shown the interest and efficiency of TGV [3]. 

On another side, many tools have been developped in the area of Hard
ware testing, allowing simulation of the specifications, automatic synthesis 
of implementations and even tests generation. The hardware design is often 
based on hardware description languages such as VHDL. This is due to the 
ability of these languages to describe hardware-related details such as register
transfer, gate and switch level. These details may lead to over-specification 
and (most of all) they are not directly relevant to high-level functionalities 
specification, such as Cache Coherency Protocols, etc. Then it becomes fully 
justified to wonder whether the formal specification languages and associated 
tools designed in computer network area could be better appropriate for the 
description of these functionalities [4, 5]. 

The challenge for us, in the VASY action of the Dyade GIE Bull/lnria, is 
to demonstrate that TGV can also be used to generate tests for other systems 
than communication protocols: particularly, for the Cache Coherency Protocol 
of a Multiprocessor Architecture under construction at Bull Italia. In this 
experiment, we have had to deal with three main difficulties: 

• the system to test is not a communication protocol but a Cache Coherency 
Protocol of a Hardware Multiprocessor Architecture. 

• the formal description language used is not SDL but LOTOS. 

• the habits and methodologies of test practicians in hardware architecture 
testing are not the same as in communication protocol testing. 

First, we describe the fundamental aspects of TGV. We give some precisions 
on the Cache Coherency Protocol of the architecture. In this paper, we call 
this architecture the BULL'S CC_NUMA Architecture. Then, we indicate the 
appropriate abstractions made on its LOTOS formal specification, in order to 
make the test generation feasible. We show how we have used this formal 
specification to generate tests suites with TGV. We have also developped tools 
in order to make the abstract test cases generated by TGV executable in 
the real test environment of the BULL'S CC..NUMA Architecture. The last 
section is dedicated to the presentation of these tools. We end this paper by 
reporting results of the experiment which indicate how we have resolved the 
main difficulties enumerated above. 
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2 OVERVIEW OF TESTS GENERATION WITH TGV 

The testing method with TGV consists in stimulating the IUT and observing 
its reactions on its PCOs. Depending on what is observed, a verdict is emitted 
indicating whether the IUT can be considered as a good implementation of 
the system or not. According to the importance of this verdicts, it is funda
mental to give a precise specification of the system. It is also important to 
define the conformance relation between an implementation and the specifica
tion. Because a test activity of a complex system cannot be exhaustive, only 
particularly important aspects can be tested. This can be done by defining 
test purposes which help to choose the behaviours of the IUT to be tested. 

In the testing methods where the test suites are hand written, all the ob
jects enumerated before (specification, test purposes, conformance relation, 
verdicts) are described informally. This implies the problem of the correct
ness of these test suites, and therefore the problem of the confidence to put 
in the associated verdicts. The methods of automatic generation of test suites 
which are based on formal description of these different objects bring a solu
tion to this problem. The prototype TGV we have developped in collaboration 
with the Spectre team of the Verimag laboratory [2, 1] is precisely situated in 
this context. TGV takes two main entries: the formal specification of the sys
tem and a the formal description of a test purpose (by an automaton) which 
represents an abstract form of the test case to be generated. From these ob
jects, TGV gives as result a test case in form of a "decorated" DAG (Direct 
Acyclic Graph). The paths of this DAG (which can be unfolded into a tree) 
represent test sequences. Details on TGV algorithms can be found in [2, 1]. 

We present here the elements (described in Figure 1) which partake in the 
generation of a test case for the BULL's CC~UMA architecture. 

The first main entry of TGV is the formal specification of the BULL'S 
CC~UMA machine. The CAESAR.ADT compiler of the CADP toolbox [6, 7] 
is used to compile the data part of the specification. The CAESAR compiler 
produces the C file corresponding to the control part, including the functions 
(Init, Fireable, Compare, ... ) needed by TGV to manipulate "on-the-fly" the 
state graph of the system (without generating it) [8]. Then, the C compiler 
produces the corresponding object-file (CC~UMA-l!pec.o in Figure 1). 

Some observable interactions described in the LOTOS specification can be 
judged not important to the test activity point of view. Those interactions 
must be considered unobservable. This is done in TGV by a hiding mechanism 
(CC~UMA-l!pec.hide on Figure 1) which contains all the interactions to be 
considered internal to the system. 

The semantics of LOTOS (so do the CAESAR compiler) does not make dis
tinction between input and output. In fact, interactions between processes 
are synchronization events. This puts in trouble TGV in which this distinction 
is needed to distinguish controllable events (from tester to implementation) 
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Figure 1 TGV General Architecture using LOTOS entry 

from observable events (from implementation to tester) in the generated test 
cases. We introduce in TGV a renaming mechanism to resolve this problem. 

The other main entry of TGV is the formal test purpose from which we have 
to generate a test case. It is formalized by an automaton in Aldebaran format 
(see an example in section 4.2). 

The libraries FERMDET _OPEN and TGV _OPEN contain the functions which 
realize "on-the-fly" all the operations (abstraction, reduction, determinization 
and test case synthesizing) leading to the generation of the test case. This is 
a solution to the combinatory explosion problem which makes most of tools 
unable to generate test cases for complex system, as it is the case in the 
experiment we are describing in this paper. 

Linking the object file together with the two libraries (FERMDET _OPEN and 
TGV_OPEN), produces an executable (tgv_CC~UMA in Figure 1). Given a 
formal test purpose (txx_obj.aut) and the specialization files (described with 
two files CC~UMA..spec.rename and CC~UMA..spec .hide) as parameters of 
this executable, TGV generates the corresponding test case. 

3 THE BULL'S CC_NUMA ARCHITECTURE: THE CACHE 
COHERENCY PROTOCOL 

The BULL'S CC~UMA architecture is a multiprocessor system based on 
a Cache-Coherent Non Uniform Memory Architecture (CC-NUMA), derived 
from Stanford's DASH multiprocessor machine [9] . It consists of a scalable 
interconnection of modules. The memory is distributed among the different 
modules. Each module contains a set of processors (see figure 2) . The BULL'S 

CC~UMA architecture key feature is its distributed directory based cache 
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coherency protocol using a Presence Cache and a Remote Cache in each mod
ule. The Presence Cache of a module is a cached directory that maps all 
the blocks cached outside the module. The global performance of the BULL'S 

CC-NUMA architecture is improved through the Remote Cache (RC) that 
locally stores the most recently used blocks retrieved from remote memories. 
Remote memory block can be in one of the following status: uncached, shared, 
modified which correspond to the possible RC status: (INV}alid, (SH}ared, 
(MOD }ified. So, the purpose of testing the Cache Coherency Protocol con
sists in ensuring that the status of the Presence Cache and Remote Cache 
are always correctly updated during the execution of any transaction in the 
BULL'S CC-NUMA architecture. 

4 FORMALIZATION AND ABSTRACT TESTS GENERATION 

4.1 Formal specification of the cache coherency protocol 

The LOTOS language has been selected for the formal specification of the 
BULL'S CC_NUMA architecture because its underlying semantics model is 
based on the rendez-vous synchronization mechanism which is well suited 
for the specification of hardware entities [4, 5] such as processors, memory 
controllers, bus arbiter, etc. The communications between these components 
by sending electrical signals on conductors are better described by interactions 
between LOTOS processes, rather than infinite FIFO queues as in SDL. 
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The formal specification consists of about 2000 Lotos lines where 1000 lines 
describe the control part (13 processes) and the other half defines the ADT 
(Abstract Data Types) part. This specification is composed of two modules 
and has been debugged and verified with appropriate formal verification tech
niques, and is considered by TGV as the reference model of the system. In 
the following, we will call these modules MO and Ml. Each module contains 
one processor called PO. There are two block addresses in the system called 
AO and AI, and two data DO and Dl. These blocks are physically located 
in module MO. Two main reasons bring us to make some abstractions in the 
formal specification: 

• The first reason is due to the size and the complexity of the BULL'S 

CC~UMA architecture, with as direct consequence the combinatory explo
sion problem even though TGV works "on-the-fly". 

Thus, some causally dependent operations concerning the same transaction 
are collapsed. For example, from the testing point of view, the local response 
transaction always follows a local bus transaction in an atomic way (although 
if the real system can do something else between this two actions). These 
two transactions are collapsed in the Lotos specification. This reduces the 
complexity of the specification . 

• The second reason is that in this work, we are interested in tests generation 
for the Cache Coherency Protocol. So, we make abstractions needed to hide 
all other operations which do not concern with this protocol. 

4.2 Formalization of the test purposes 

A test purpose in TGV is described by an automaton which represents an 
abstract view of the test case. So, in order to make TGV working, we have 
had to formalize each test purpose. The main test purposes to be applied to 
the BULL'S CC~UMA architecture are informally described (in the shape 
of tables with comments) in the test plan. Seven Test Groups have been iden
tified. In the experiment we are reporting in this paper, we are interested in 
two Test Groups concerning the test of the Cache Coherency protocol. 

The Cache Coherency Test Groups: Some other definitions are needed 
to make what follows easier to understand. The Requesting Processor is the 
processor that initiates the transaction. The Requestor is the module that 
includes the Requesting Processor. The Home Module is the module which 
physically locates the requested block. The Participant Modules are modules 
which are requested by the Presence Cache to participate in the cache co
herency protocol. 

The test purposes described in the Test Group 3 are dedicated to Cache 
Coherency Testing (No Participants). This means that they aim to test in
teractions between two modules (the Requestor and the Home) which do not 
need interventions of other modules. For example, Table 1 describes an infor-
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mal test purpose which means: "The block address is in MO. The CPU#O of 
Ml executes a READ on this address. Verify that the Presence Cache (PC) 
status of Module#O changes from Invalid to Shared." In this case, we can 
notice that the other modules are not concerned. 

Cache Coherency Tests: set-PC-to-SH Test group #3 

Operation Parameters Source Target PC Notes 

Ml PC Status of 
READ CPU#O MO SH MO changes from 

Inv. to Shared 

Table 1 Presence Cache Status Setting to (SH)ared 

Formal specification of test purposes: A test purpose is described with 
a labelled automaton in the Aldebaran syntax [6]. The format of a transition 
is: (from-state, label, to-state). A label is a LOTOS gate followed by a list of 
parameters. As said previously, TGV needs to distinguish between input and 
output actions of the system. This is achieved simply by the first occurrence of 
"?" (for input) or "!" (for output) in the label. The automaton corresponding 
to a test purpose describes a point of view of the system. As an example, we 
give hereafter the automaton which formalizes the test purpose described in 
Table 1: 

desu(O,ull,u4) 
(O,"?BUS_TRANSu!M1u!READu!AOu!PROCESSORu!FALSE",l) 
(l,"?BUS_TRANSu!MOu!READu!AOu!PROCESSORu!FALSE",2) 
(l,"?BUS_TRANSu!MOu!READu!A1u!PROCESSORu!FALSE",2) 
(1,"?BUS_TRANSu!M1u!READu!AOu!PROCESSORu!FALSE",2) 
(l,"?BUS_TRANSu!M1u!READu!A1u!PROCESSORu!FALSE",2) 
(l,"?BUS_TRANSu!MOu!RWITMu!AOu!PROCESSORu!FALSE",2) 
(1, "?BUS_TRANSu!MOu!RWITMu!A1u!PROCESSORu!FALSE",2) 
(l,"?BUS_TRANSu!M1u!RWITMu!AOu!PROCESSORu!FALSE",2) 
(1,"?BUS_TRANSu!M1u!RWITMu!A1u!PROCESSORu!FALSE",2) 
(1, "LMD_PUTu!MOu!AOu!RCC_SHu!FLAGu(FALSE,uTRUE) ",3) 
(1,".",1) 
ACCEPTu3uREFUSEu2 

The first line is the automaton descriptor. It indicates that the first state is 
0, there are 11 transitions and 4 states. The first transition indicates that the 
processor PO of M1 requests for a READ transaction on the block address AO. 
The statement REFUSE 2 on the last line indicates to TGV that the state 2 
is a refusal state of the test purpose. The labels of transitions which lead to a 
refusal state are not considered by TGV while generating the test case. After 
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the READ transaction requested by M1 on AO, we don't want to consider 
other READ transactions. 

The statement ACCEPT 3 indicates to TGV that the state 3 is the accep
tance state of the test purpose. When the Presence Cache status of Mod
ule MO changes from Invalid to Shared, TGV should consider that the test 
purpose is reached. This is mentioned in the test purpose with the transi
tion (l,"LMDJ>UT !MO !AO !RCCJ;H !FLAG (FALSE, TRUE)" ,3). 

The label "*,, stands for otherwise. With the transition (1,"*" ,1), TGV takes 
other intermediate observations into account until it observes the specified 
observations (from state 1). 

4.3 Generated abstract test cases 

We give here the test case generated by TGV starting from the test purpose 
of Table 1 and formally described above. 

des (0, 28, 26) 
(O,"!BUS_TRANS !Ml !READ !AO !PROCESSOR !FALSE",l) 
(1,"LOC_RESP ?Ml !ARESP_MODIF",2) 
(2,"PACKET_TRANSFER ?Ml !MO !READ !AO !REQ_PACKET_TYPE !NIL_DATA 

!NETRESP_NIL !OUTQIO !Ml !OUTQIO",3) 
(3,"LMD_PUT ?MO !AO !RCC_SH !FLAG (FALSE, TRUE), (PASS)",4) 
(3,"BUS_TRANS ?MO !READ !AO !RCC_INQ !FALSE",5) 
(5,"LOC_RESP ?MO !ARESP_RETRY",6) 
(6,"LMD_PUT ?MO !AO !RCC_SH !FLAG (FALSE, TRUE), (PASS)",7) 
(6,"BUS_TRANS ?MO !READ !AO !RCC_INQ !FALSE",8) 
(8,"LOC_RESP ?MO !ARESP_RETRY, INCONCLUSIVE",9) 
(8,"LOC_RESP ?MO !ARESP_NULL",10) 
(10,"LMD_PUT ?MO !AO !RCC_SH !FLAG (FALSE, TRUE), (PASS)",l1) 
(10,"LOC_DATA_BUS_TRANS ?MO !READ !AO !DO !SMC !RCC_INQ",12) 
(12,"LMD_PUT ?MO !AO !RCC_SH !FLAG (FALSE, TRUE), (PASS)" ,13) 
(12,"PACKET_TRANSFER ?MO !Ml !RESP_DATA_PACKET_TYPE !DO !NETRESP_DONE 

!OUTQIO" 14) 
(14,"LMD_PUT ?MO !AO !RCC_SH !FLAG (FALSE, TRUE), (PASS)",15) 
(14,"RCT_PUT ?Ml !AO !RCC_SH",16) 
(16,"LMD_PUT ?MO !AO !RCC_SH !FLAG (FALSE, TRUE), (PASS)",l7) 
(16,"LOC_DATA_BUS_TRANS ?Ml !READ !AO !DO !RCC_OUTQ !PROCESSOR",18) 
(18,"LMD_PUT ?MO !AO !RCC_SH !FLAG (FALSE, TRUE), (PASS)",19) 
(18, "FREE_OUTQ ?Ml", 20) 
(20,"LMD_PUT ?MO !AO !RCC_SH !FLAG (FALSE, TRUE), (PASS)",21) 
(14,"LOC_DATA_BUS_TRANS ?Ml !READ !AO !DO !RCC_OUTQ !PROCESSOR",22) 
(22,"LMD_PUT ?MO !AO !RCC_SH !FLAG (FALSE, TRUE), (PASS)",23) 
(22,"RCT_PUT ?Ml !AO !RCC_SH",24) 
(24,"LMD_PUT ?MO !AO !RCC_SH !FLAG (FALSE, TRUE), (PASS)",25) 
(24,"FREE_OUTQ ?Ml",20) 
(5,"LOC_RESP ?MO !ARESP_NULL",10) 
(l,"LOC_RESP ?Ml !ARESP_RETRY, INCONCLUSIVE",9) 

We can recognize the reverse form ("!" rather than "?") of the first tran
sition of the test purpose described above (because it is the tester's point of 
view): (O,"!BUS_TRANS !M1 !READ !AO !PROCESSOR !FALSE" ,1). This 
is a stimuli of the tester. It consists of a READ transaction on the local bus 
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of module MI. The target of this transaction is the address location AO (local 
to MO). So, this is expected to be a remote operation. Let us now describe 
some important transitions of the test case: 

• The transition (I,"LOC.RESP ?MI !ARESP MODIF" ,2) indicates that 
the remote cache controller recognizes the address as a non-local address and 
forces the arbiter of the node to give a modify response (ARESP MODIF). 

• The remote cache controller routes the request to the remote link, the 
request is directed to the home module MO: (2,"PACKET_TRANSFER ?MI 
!MO !READ !AO !REQJ>ACKELTYPE !NILJ)ATA !NETRESP ..NIL !OUTQIO 
!MI !OUTQIO" ,3). 

• (3,"LMDJ>UT ?MO !AO !RCC-SH !FLAG (FALSE,TRUE),(PASS)" ,4): 
Module MO reads his Presence Cache to see the status of the cache line. 

After that, the entry is updated (the line is in a Shared (RCC_SH) status), 
which means that the line is present also in module MI; an array of booleans 
is used to represent the presence bits (FLAG (FALSE, TRUE)). The verdict 
(PASS) is then ernited indicating that the test purpose is reached. 

• The implementation is allowed to choose the order in which the oper
ations are done. Thus, the three following transitions constitute an other 
way to reach the test purpose: (3,"BUS_TRANS ?MO !READ !AO !RCC-INQ 
!FALSE" ,5), the remote cache controller of module MO requests localy the 
data. An agent on the bus can always decide to retry the transaction for any 
sort of reason (5,"LOC.RESP ?MO !ARESP .RETRY" ,6). This means that 
the remote cache controller has to execute again the transaction. Then the 
Presence Cache changes to Shared: (6,"LMDJ>UT ?MO !AO !RCC_SH !FLAG 
(FALSE, TRUE), (PASS)" ,7). 

• (6," BUS_TRANS ?MO !READ !AO !RCC-INQ !FALSE" ,8) and (8," LOC..RESP 
?MO !ARESP ..RETRY, INCONCLUSIVE" ,9) indicate that the remote cache 
controller of module MO executes again the local operation. A second retry 
response should lead to an inconclusive verdict because in TGV we have chosen 
to cut cycles in order to generate finite test cases. 

• All the other transitions of this test case can be easily interpreted as they 
correspond to different other orders of execution of the operations described 
in previous items. 

4.4 Results on the abstract test cases generation 

At this stage of the experimentation, we have formally specified all the test 
purposes described in the Test Groups 3 and 4 (see section 4.2) except those 
requiring an interactive behaviour of the system. For each test purpose, we 
have generated the corresponding abstract test case using TGV. The main 
problem here concerns with the time cost of the test generation with TGV. This 
is due to the complexity of the BULL'S CC~UMA architecture specification 
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which required us sometimes to refine the test purposes in order to speed up 
the test generation with TGV. 

5 IMPLEMENTATION OF THE GENERATED TEST CASES 

The purpose of this section is to describe the techniques and tools we have 
developed in order to make the abstract test cases generated by TGV exe
cutable in the testing environment ofBuLL's CC~UMA architecture (called 
SIMI environment). To do so, we start by describing the SIMI environment 
and principally the testing methodology currently used in SIMI environment. 
Then, we present the new testing architecture. Finally, we describe an example 
on using this architecture. 

5.1 The current testing architecture 

The SIMI BULL'S CC_NUMA testing environment structure consists of three 
modules, connected on a Remote Interconnection Network. Each module is 
composed by Processor Behavioral Models (MPB Bus Model), Memory Array 
and Memory Control, Arbiter and I/O Block, Coherency Controller, Remote 
Cache Tag that contains the Tag of Remote Cache and the Presence Cache. 
Figure 3 shows the current testing environment. The simulation environment 
is composed of kernel event simulator (VSS kernel: VHDL System Simulator) 
and a front end human interface (VHDL Debugger). The VSS is in charge 
of down-loading the outputs which are issued by the PROBE lines into a file 
(PROBE.OUT file in Figure 3). A CPU#i (MPBi in Figure 3) expects an input 
table which contains the commands to the MPB model in an intermediate 
format. The MPBgen application is in charge of converting the MPB input 
commands format (input Jiles) into the intermediate format (input tables). 
The first step in the testing methodology is to write the input files. 

(a) Input files 
An input file describes a sequence of transactions to be executed by one CPU. 
The input files are written according to the informal test purposes specified 
in the test plan document. This is currently done by hand. There is one 
input file per MPB, and the main difficulty in describing these files is the 
synchronization of the CPUs w.r.t the test purpose. In fact, there are two 
cases of synchronization: 

Case 1 (Intra-CPU Synchronization): In the case where all the transac
tions have to be executed by one CPU, that is materialized by only one 
input file, the synchronization is achieved by using the SYNC_CYC trans-
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Figure 3 Current testing environment of the BULL'S CC~UMA architec
ture 

action. This transaction is a "barrier" for any subsequent operation issued 
by the same processor. 

Case 2 (Inter-CPUs Synchronization): In the case where the transac
tions of the test purpose have to be executed by several CPUs, the prob
lem is to achieve an inter-CPUs synchronization. The previously described 
SYNC_CYC transaction can also be used in this case. Another way to 
achieve this synchronization consists in submitting one input file to its cor
responding CPU. Then after an estimated delay 8 of the execution, the 
next input file is submitted to an other CPU. The difficulty of this syn
chronization mechanism lies in the estimation of 8. 

(b) Output Analysis 
Once the execution of the different input files has been completed, a PROBE. 
output file is generated (see Figure 3). This file contains for each module the 
sequence of actions which has been effectively executed in the system together 
with the Local Memory Directory and Remote Cache status. Each action is 
associated with a stamp, that is the starting time of its execution. One line 
of this file has the following form: 

PROBE .0 ---> L_Bus 620 burst rvitm AO Tag 00 addr=014000AAOO 
Pos_Ack Resp_Rerun at time 660 NS 

It means that the PROBE of Module#O observes at time 660 NS a RWITM 
transaction on the local bus 620. Currently, the analysis of the output file is 
done by hand using some empirical rules. It consists in comparing each line 
of the PROBE file with what was specified in the test purpose and what is 
informally described in the test plan document. Finally a verdict is emitted 
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at the end of the analysis. The main problem here is the analysis task which 
is completely based on informal specifications and informal notion of confor
mance which may sometimes lead to false verdicts. The TGV approach brings 
a solution to that problem since the verdicts are formally specified in the test 
cases. 
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Figure 4 The BULL'S CC~UMA architecture SIMI batch testing envirr:·a
ment proposal 

5.2 The new testing architecture 

The test cases generated by TGV are abstract in the sense that they are 
specified independently of the testing environment. There is one test case per 
test purpose (corresponding to one of the tables described in the test plan 
document). In this section, we present the tools we havedevelopped to make 
this abstract test cases executable in SIMI environment. 

An abstract test case generated by TGV is a direct acyclic graph in which 
each branch describes a sequence of interactions between the tester and the 
system under test. This way of generating test cases is suitable to network 
protocols conformance testing where the testing activity is "interactive". We 
have seen in section 5.1 that the testing activity currently used in SIMI envi
ronment is rather "batch". Indeed, it consists in three independent steps: (a) 
stimulating the system, (b) collecting all what has been observed (including 
the stimulus), and (c) analyzing and concluding with a verdict. So, the prob
lem we have to tackle here is to implement interactive abstract test cases on 
top of batch testing environment. Basically, the solution we propose consists 
first in translating what has been observed during step (b) from the system 
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into a trace in the specification. Then, this trace is analyzed according to what 
has been foreseen in the abstract test case. 

Figure 4 shows the new testing environment and principally the overall 
structure of the batch tester package we have developed. The tester package 
consists of three applications. 

The EXCITATOR application deals with the conversion of a test pur
pose (called TEST-PURPOSE..x:.AUT in Figure 4) described in the format 
of TGV into a format readable by the MPBs. Once the conversion is done, 
the EXCITATOR proceeds to the stimulation of the MPBs. Then, the VSS 
kernel generates the probe output file (called PROBE_OUT..x:). This file de
scribes what has been effectively observed from the system under test. The 
TRANSLATOR application is in charge of translating the probe output file 
into a trace in the specification model. This translation is necessary to make 
possible the analysis of the observation according to what has been forseen in 
the specification. Both EXCITATOR and TRANSLATOR take into account 
some Implementation eXtra Information for Testing (called IXIT _FILE..x: in 
Figure 4). These information describe the mapping between the abstract data 
values of the formal specification and the real data values of the system under 
test. 

Finally, the ANALYSOR application proceeds to the analysis of the trace 
generated by the TRANSLATOR according to the given test case (called 
TEST _CASE..x:.AUT) and delivers a verdict together with some diagnostic 
information. A correct trace must be Ii branch of the test case which leads 
to a PASS verdict. Since the TRANSLATOR and the EXCITATOR are au
tomatically produced using compiler generators, the tester package can be 
reused to test other batch systems without major effort. In its current ver
sion, the tester package doesn't include the EXCITATOR application. Indeed, 
this application is quite easy to do by hand in the case of batch testing. 

5.3 Example on using the tester package 

We present in this section the results obtained using the tester package for 
the example of section 4.3. 

Probe output file generation When the system under test is stimulated 
by the READ transaction, the VSS kernel produces the following trace. This 
trace describes all the operations performed by the system. 

PROBE. 1 ---> L_Bus 620 burst read_tt AO Tag 00 addr=0140042000 Pos_Ack 
Resp_Mod at time 660 NS 

PROBE. 1 ---> BLINK SID=2 fm 0010 to home 0000 R_tag=07 (rq=0010 07) 
burst read_tt WIM=101 addr=000140042000 retry=OO at time 880 HS 

PROBE • 0 ---> BLINK SID=O fm 0010 to home 0000 R_tag=07 (rq=0010 07) 
burst read_tt WIM=101 addr=000140042000 retry=OO at time 1200 NS 

PROBE. 0 ---> L_Bus LMD update : address = 0140042000 status = SHD 1, 
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at time 1560 NS 
PROBE • 0 ---> L_Bus LMD update address = 0000042000 status = INV 

at time 1560 NS 
PROBE • 0 ---> L_Bus LHO update address = 0000042000 status = INV 

at time 1560 NS 
PROBE • 0 ---> L_Bus LMD update address = 0000042000 status = INV 

at time 1560 NS 
PROBE • 0 ---> L_Bus RCC burst read_tt AO Tag 7C addr=0140042000 Pos_Ack 

Resp_Null at time 1800 NS 
PROBE. 0 ---> L_Bus Data Transaction for Tag 'Llll'C data=DEADBEEFFEDCBA98 

at time 2260 NS 
PROBE. 0 ---> BLINK SID=2 fm 0001 to part 0011 R_tag=07 R_Done 

data=DEADBEEFFEDCBA98 at time 3080 NS 
PROBE • 1 ---> BLINK SID=l fm 0001 to part 0011 R_tag=07 R_Done 

data=DEADBEEFFEDCBA98 at time 3640 NS 
PROBE • 1 ---> L_Bus RCT update : address = 0140042000 status = SHD 

at time 3700 NS 
PROBE. 1 ---> L_Bus Intv. Data Xact. for Tag 00 data=DEADBEEFFEDCBA98 

at time 4020 NS 

IXIT information The trace of the system is therefore submitted to the 
TRANSLATOR application with the following IXIT information. These in
formation give the correspondence between abstract values and real values. 

MO = MODULE 0 
Ml = MODULE 1 
AO = ADDRESS 0140042000 
DO = DATA DEADBEEFFEDCBA98 

Trace of the specification The TRANSLATOR translates the trace of the 
system into a trace of the specification, the result is given as follow. 

des(O,10,l1) 
(O,"BUS_TRANS !Ml !READ !AO !PROCESSOR !FALSE",!) 
(l,"LOC_RESP !Ml !ARESP_MODIF",2) 
(2,"PACKET_TRANSFER !Ml !MO !READ !AO !REQ_PACKET_TYPE !NIL_DATA !NETRESP_NIL 

!OUTQIO !Ml !OUTQIO",3) 
(3,"LHO_PUT !MO !AO !RCC_SH !FLAG( FALSE, TRUE)",4) 
(4,"BUS_TRANS !MO !READ !AO !RCC !FALSE",5) 
(5,"LOC_RESP !MO !ARESP_NULL",6) 
(6, "LOC_DATA_BUS_TRANS !MO !DO !RCC" , 7) 
(7,"PACKET_TRANSFER !MO !Ml !RESP_DATA_PACKET_TYPE !DO !NETRESP_DONE !OUTQIO",8) 
(8,"RCT_PUT !Ml !AO !RCC_SH",9) 
(9,"LOC_DATA_BUS_TRANS !Ml !DO !PROCESSOR",10) 

Trace analysis Finally, the obtained trace is analysed according to the test 
case generated by TGV (see Section 4.3). This is done by the ANALYSOR 
application. The output of the ANALYSOR given below describes the tra
versed part of the test case during the analysis and the verdict which has 
been found. The pass verdict means that the system under test is conform to 
the specification w.r.t the given test purpose. 



TC traversed part ... 
(O,"8US_TRANS IMl lREAD lAO IPROCESSOR IFALSE",1) 
(l,"LOC_RESP IMl IARESP_MODIF",2) 
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(2,"PACKET_TRANSFER IMl IMO lREAD lAO lREQ_PACKET_TYPE INIL_DATA INETRESP_NIL 
IOUTQIO IMl IOUTQIO",3) 

(3,"LMO_PUT !MO !AO !RCC_SH IFLAG (FALSE, TRUE), (PASS)",4) 
IUT(3),TC(3) : PASS 

5.4 Results on using the tester package 

The main difficulty in executing the test cases was in the fact that the format 
of the test cases is different from the probe output format. The tester package 
brings solution to this problem. All the test cases generated by TGV have 
been executed in the testing SIMI environment using the tester package. For 
each test case and the corresponding probe output file, the testing activity is 
almost instantaneous. 

6 CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we have presented an end-to-end industrial case-study con
cerning the automatic generation of executable tests suites for the Cache Co
herency Protocol of the BULL'S CC..NUMA Architecture. Starting from the 
formal specification in Lotos language of this architecture and formalized test 
purposes, we have generated abstract test suites using the prototype TGV. The 
generated test cases have been experimented in the real testing environment 
of BULL'S CC..NUMA architecture using the tester package we have devel
opped. At this stage of the experiment, we have covered all the test purposes 
described in the test plan, except those requiring an interactive approach. In 
order to cover all the test plan, some improvements are needed for both TGV 

and the tester package, such as: 
• the introduction of cycles in the test cases in order to reduce the incon

clusive cases; this should improve the quality of the generated test cases, 
• some tests need to be executed in an interactive way; this requires to 

extend both the tester package and the testing environment. 

The main benefit in using the TGV approach is that we only have to formally 
specify the system to test and the test purposes, then all the testing activity 
would be completely automated. The time spent in specifying the BULL'S 

CC..NUMA architecture, formalizing test purposes and generating the test 
cases with TGV is completely paid by the better correctness and the confidence 
to put in the implementation. 

This industrial experiment also demonstrates that the prototype TGV which 
was developped for conformance testing of communication protocols can also 
be efficiently used to generate tests for hardware architectures. 
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